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THE COMPLEMENTATION PROPERTY OF £°°
IN p-ADIC BANACH SPACES
Wim H. Schikhof 
Department of Mathematics, K.U. Nijmegen 
Toernooi veld, 6525 ED Nijmegen, The Netherlands
A B S T R A C T . Let K  be a non-archimedean valued field whose valuation is complete and non­
trivial. It is shown that i°° is complemented in any polar Jf-Banach space (Theorem 1 ,2 ) which 
opens the way for various descriptions of complemented subspaces of £°° (Theorem 2 .3 ),
IN T R O D U C T IO N . (For unexplained terms see below.) Let K  be as above. If K  is spherically 
complete and E  is a Jf-Banach space then, like in the ‘classical* theory, each closed subspace is 
weakly closed, each subspace D of E  has the weak extension property (W EP) i.e. each ƒ E D* 
can be extended to an ƒ e  E 1. It is also well known that these statements arc false if K  is not 
spherically complete. In fact, the following questions are posed in [1].
Q .l. Does every weaMy closed subspace have the WEP ?
Q.2 . Is every closed subspace having the WEP weakly closed?
It was a close look at these questions (for the (negative) answers, see the Remark following 
Proposition 1.5 and Example 3 .3) that revealed the above-mentioned complementation property 
of £°°. Again, for spherically complete K  this is nothing new as it follows directly from the 
spherical completeness of ¿°°. However, for nonspherically complete K  the results came aa a 
surprise.
P R E L IM IN A R IE S . Let K  be as above. From now on until §5 we suppose that K  is NOT 
spherically complete. We use the terminology of [2].
P .l. For an absolutely convex subset A of a if-vector space we set
A* := D{AA : A 6 Ar, |A| >  1}. A is edged if A =  Ae.
P.2. Let E ,F  be if-Banach spaces. £(E)F)  is the Banach space of all continuous linear maps 
E  F  with the operator norm, E 1 C^E^K)* E  and F  are isomorphic if there exists a 
surjective linear isometry E  F-. We write E ~  F  if JS?, F  are linearly homeomorphic. We shall 
say that E  and F  axe almost isomorphic if for each e >  0 there exists a linear homeomorphism
T : E - > F  with ||T|| <  1 +  \\T^ || <  1 +  e*
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T  E C(E, F ) is a quotient map if T  maps {x E E  : ||:r|| <  1} onto {x £ F  : ||a;|| < 1} . The 
closed unit ball {s E E  : ||a|j < 1} is denoted The norm closure of a set X  C E  is X .  Its
weak closure, i.e. the closure with respect to the weak topology (w-topology) <r(i3,2£'), is X  . 
Similarly, if Y  C E* then Y w is the t//-closure of Y  i.e. th<
a { E \E ) .
closure
For X  C E  we set X °  := { f  E E ! : \f(x)\ < 1 for all x 6 X }
For Z  C E* we set X 0 := {x E E  : \f(x)\ < 1 for all ƒ E Z}
X  is a polar set if (-X’°)0 = X .
Let A E C (E ,F ) .  If AS# is a neighbourhood of 0 in F  then A B e  =  AB&. (The ‘classical’ proof 
of (one half) of Banach’s Open Mapping Theorem yields that A B e  is a zero neighbourhood. By 
absolute convexity AB& is open, hence closed.)
P.3. Let E , F  be if-Banach spaces. The natural map j ß  • E  —* E n satisfies \\js\\ < 1. We call 
E  a polar Banach space (and the norm a polar norm) if j s  is an isometry into E n. Following [2], 
E  is topologically pseudoreflexive if is a linear homeomorphism into E n. E  is reflexive if j& is 
an isomorphism. Recall ([2], 4.17) that co and £°° are reflexive and duals of one another via the 
pairing =  J 2 x nVn (x € co,y 6 £°°)- In the same spirit, Cq(I)  and are reflexive if the
cardinality of I  is nonmeasurable ([2], 4.21).
For A  E £ ( E yF )  we define its adjoint A ' E £ {F \E * )  by A '(/) = ƒ o A  (ƒ E F f). We have
diagram
commutes. A subspi 
D  -4 E  18 surjective.
E"  — > F"
A"
D' of the inclusion map
P.4. The following two statements are not hard to prove.
1. Let (J5, || ||) be a if-Banach space. Let €i > £2  > . . .  ,limn_>oo en =  0. If Pi,P2 , . . .  are polar 
norms on E  such that |(ar(| < pn(®) < (1 +  ei»)||a;|| (n £ N,® E E )  then || || is a polar norm.
2, If E  is a polar if-Banach space and E  ~  £°° then E  is almost isomorphic to £°°. (By 
reflexivity, E 1 ~  cq.  By choosing ¿-orthogonal bases of E \  where t is close to 1 one proves 
that co and E ( are almost isomorphic, hence so are E  and £°°.)
P.5. Let A be a complete metrizable absolutely convex compactoid in a Hausdorff locally convex 
space E  over K .  Let A E I f , |A| > 1. Then there exist ci, . in A A with lim ^oo en = 0 such 
that, with B  the closed absolutely convex hull of {ei, e2, ...} ,
(i) A C  B e  A A.
(ii) Each x E B  has a unique representation x =  ICJJLi where An E K ,  |A„| < 1 for each n.
(iii) If An E K ,  |An| < 1 for each n  then n E B .
(Proof. By [4], 6.1 A, as a topological module over {A E K  : |A| < 1}, is isomorphic to a closed 
compactoid of cq. Then apply [2], 4.37 (a) => (e).)
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P.6. (p-adic Alaoglu Theorem) Let E  be a Hf-Banach space. Then B e 1 is, for the w'-topology, a 
complete compactoid. (The proof is standard,)
§1 THE COMPLEMENTATION PROPERTY OF
Proposition 1.1. Lei E  be a jjolar K-Banach space, lei D be a closed subspace with inclusion 
map i : D E. Then {i'{BE' T  Y  =  B & .
Proof. Since ||*'|| < 1 and Bp> is ti/-closed and edged we have S  := (^(B&t) )c C B o '• Suppose 
we had an ƒ € B ds ƒ  ^ S'. As the w l-topology on D ( is of countable type and S  is lo'-closed 
and edged, 5  and {ƒ} can be separated by a «/-continuous linear function D ' -+ K  ([3], 4.4 and
4.7). But such functions are evaluations ([5], Th. 4.10) so there is an x  6 D  with |/(z ) | > 1 and 
|/i(s)| < 1 for all h e  S. We have 1 < \f(x)\ < || ƒ || ||z|| <  ||a|| so ||x|| > 1. On the other hand, by 
polarity,
11*11 = 11*0*011 = snPi\9 0 *(*)l: 9 € B&}
=  sup{|i'(flf)(a)|: g € B E*}
< sup{|/i(a:)| : h 6 S )  < 1,
which is a contradiction.
Theorem 1.2. Lei E  be a subspace of some polar K-Banach space X . Let E  ~  £°°. Then, for  
each t  € (0,1), E  has a t~orthogonal complement in X t 
Proof. Let i : E  X  be the inclusion map.
I. We show that the adjoint i f : X 1 —* E l is a quotient map. By reflexivity the u/-topology 
on E ' equals the weak topology. The norm topology on E 1 is strongly polar ([3], 4.4) so every 
norm-closed absolutely convex edged set is weakly closed. ([3], 4.9). Together with Proposition
1.1 this leads to
W ^  ■" - - r-tif
implying that i'(Bx') is a norm neighbourhood of 0 in E;. Then (see P,2) il(Bx<) iß closed so we 
find B e' =  if(B xf-)c, which is what we wanted to prove.
II. Let t e (0,1). The space E ' is of countable type so it has a \/i-orthogonal base e \ , C2 , .... Now 
V ; X* —* E* is a quotient map so we can choose 6 X* such that t'(2„) =  en i||zn|| <
¿~i||en|| for each n. The formula
OÛ oo
T ( Y j  '5‘" en) “  X /  ^ nZn e  ll^n®n|| =  0)
n=l n~i
defines a T € £(£'> X 1) for which ||T|| < r*1 and V o T is the identity on E1. Then T 1 o in is the 
identity on En and it is easily seen from the diagram
E " X "  E "
;k  i x
B  ~ * X  E
4
t
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«
that P  := j f i 1 oT 'o j x  is in £(X , IS), has norm < t“"1 and is a projection onto E.
Remark. The space E  of Theorem 1.2 is almost isomorphic to £°° (see P.4.2).
Corollary 1.3. Let E  be a subspace of some topologically pseudoreflexive K-Banach space X .  Let 
E  ~  t°°. Then E  is complemented in X .
Corollary 1.4.
(i) Let E , X  be as in 1.2. Then, for each e > 0, each ƒ € E 1 can be extended to an ƒ 6 X 1 with
IIƒ II <  ( 1  +  £)||ƒ ||*
(ii) Let E ^ X  be as in 1.3. Then E  has the WEP in X .
Corollary 1.4 yields the following result that may look bizarre at first sight.
Proposition 1.5. Suppose is nonmeasurable. Let E  be a K-Banach space such that E l 
separates the points of E . Suppose E* ~  £°°. Then E  ~  cq.
Proof. : E  —► E n is injective, so jf=E < # E n =  $co =  # K  and # E  is nonmeasurable. Thus 
we can, in a standard way, construct a quotient map ir : co(I) —* E  where # 1  is nonmeasurable. 
Then ir* : E l —► co(/)/ is an isometry. By Corollary 1.4 ^ ( E 1) has the WEP in co(I)' so irn : 
C q ( / ' ) /; —► E u is surjective. From the reflexivity of Cq(I) and the commutative diagram
Co ( I )  - i  
(O
cod)" -
it follows that j$} is surjective. So, E  ~  E n ** Co.
Remark. It may be worth noticing that the ‘dual’ statement of Proposition 1.5 is false! In fact, 
in [2], 4.J a closed subspace D  of £°° is constructed for which D 1 ~  cQ but D l°°. This D 
furnishes also a negative answer to the question 2 in the Introduction: it is easily seen that each
< V ____ ____  _ _
ƒ e D f has a unique extension ƒ e (¿°°)', so D  has the WEP in £°°1 but also D  is weakly dense 
so that D  is not weakly closed.
E
JE
E"
§2 COM PLEM ENTED SUBSPACES OF 100.
We first prove two useful lemmas. Let E, F, G be /i'-Banach spaces, let i 6 C(E, F), ty £ C(F, G). 
Suppose Im i =  Ker 7r, % is surjective. A standard application of the Open Mapping Theorem
IT* I* *shows that for the adjoint sequence G* —► F* E ( we have Im tt' =  Ker il . If i* is surjective we 
can apply the same argument to G! —► F* —* E* yielding the following.
Lemma 2.1. Let D be a closed subspace of a K-Banach space E  with inclusion map i : D  E  
and quotient map ir : E  E / D . Suppose D has the WEP in E. Then in the commutative
I
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diagram
D E  E /D
) D  J E  J B J D
<4* "4^
jy  — > E ” —♦ (E/D)"  
i'\ *n
we have Im in =  Ker 7r", and z" is injective.
Lemma 2.2. (Compare also Example 3.3) Let D be a closed subspace of a polar K-Banach space
k
E y and let D  have the WEP in E .
(i) I f  D  t’j reflexive then D  is weakly closed.
(ii) I f  E  is reflexive, D is weakly closed then D is reflexive.
Proof. Straightforward from Lemma 2.1 and ‘diagram chasing1, (Observe that D  is weakly closed 
if and only if J e ( d  is injective.)
Remark. The following corollary is a partial positive answer to question 2 (see also the remark 
following Proposition 1.5). Let E  be a K-Banach space with a base whose cardinality is nonmea- 
surable. Then every closed subspace with the WEP in E  is weakly closed. (Proof. Without loss, 
assume E  =  Co(I) where # 1  is nonmeasurable. By Gruson’s Theorem [2], 5.9 any closed subspace 
is isomorphic to cq (J )  for some set J .  Then < # 1  so cq( J)  is reflexive. Now apply Lemma 
2.2.(i).)
Theorem 2.3. For a closed subspace D of £°° the following are equivalent.
(a
0 >
(c
(d
(e
(f
(g
(h
(i
For each t 6 (0,1), D has a t-orthogonal complement. 
D is complemented.
*
D  is weakly closed.
Either D is finite dimensional or D ™ £°°.
Either £°°/D is finite dimensional or £°°/D ~  £°°. 
£°°/D is a polar K-Banach space.
(£°° jD)* separates the points of £°°/D.
D is reflexive and has the WEP in £°°.
B p  is weakly closed in £°°,
Proof. We first prove (a) => (b) (c) => (d) =£* (a). Trivially (a) => (b) =>■ (c); (d) (a) 
is Theorem 1.2. To establish (c) =>> (d), let D be weakly closed, D  infinite dimensional. By 
reflexivity, D  =  A0  whei'e A is a closed subspace of Co* Then A has an infinite dimensional 
complement B  in cq ([2], 3.16(v)) so jB ~  c0 and D ~  B 1 ~  £°°<
Next, we prove (a) =>■ (f) (g) =£► (c) of which only (a) => (f) needs some attention. Let 
0 < t\ < t2 < ... < 1, Km t n =  1. For each n 6 N there is a projection Pn : £°° —► D  with
u —*-oo
\\Pn\\ < Then Qn := I  — Pn is a projection with norm < i“ 1 and kernel D. So there is a 
bijection An E C(£°°/D , Qn^°°) making
£°° -2-+ £°°/D  
Qn \ j  An
Q J ° °
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commute. For each n the norm z |(An^|| (z € £°°/D) is polar. Also we have
11*11 < p„z|| <CIMI (*6 e ° / D )
so that (see P.4.1) the quotient norm on £°°/D  is polar. We have also (b) =£■ (e) (E /D  is linearly 
homeoraorphic to a complemented subspace of £°°) and (e) =$ (g). So at this stage we have
proved that (a) - (g) are equivalent. The implication (a) =*• (h) is easy, (h) (c) is Lemma 2.2
i
(i) and (c) =>• (i) is obvious. So we shall complete the proof by showing (i) =>• (d). Let D be 
infinite dimensional. The ‘closed5 unit ball of £°° is for the «/-topology a ^ 00,^ )  (which equals 
the weak topology) a metrizable ([3],8.3), complete (P.6), edged compactoid, hence so is B&* Let 
A 6 K , |A) > 1. By P,5 there exist ƒ*, with lim ƒn =  0 weakly such that
n —* oo
B d C cö w{ f 1, f 2, - }  C XBd
OO
and such that each element of cdw{ f i ,  f 2 ) •*•} has a unique representation ]jT) An/ n where An 6
n=l
K> |An) < 1 (the summation is with respect to the weak topology of -6°°), The formula
oo
T
1
defines therefore a linear bijection T  : £°° —*• D. It is easily seen that ||a;|| < \\Tx\\ < |A| ||a;|| 
(re 6 £°°)- Thus, D  is linearly homeomorphic to £°°.
Remark. The implication (i) => (c) is an ultrametric version of the classical Banach-Dieudonne 
Theorem which states that a subspace D  of the dual of a complex Banach space is «/-closed as 
soon as the closed unit ball of D  is «/-closed. In the Appendix we shall prove a stronger version 
(Krein-Smulian Theorem) for Banach spaces over a spherically complete ground field.
§3 HOW ABOUT £*>(1)1
It is natural to ask to what extent the previous results can be generalized to £°°(I). The only 
positive result we have is in fact Proposition 3.1. The examples 3.2 and 3.3 show that several 
implications in Theorem 2.3 fail if we replace £°° by £°°(I).
Proposition 3.1. Let I  be a set whose cardinality is nonmeasurable. For a closed subspace D of 
£°° ( I )  the following are equivalent
(a) D is complemented.
(b) D  r > J  £°°(J) for some set J where is nonmeasurable. D has the WEP in £°°( I).
Proof,
(a) =$► (b). Clearly D  has the WEP, is weakly closed, so D  is reflexive by Lemma 2.2 (ii). (£°°(I)  
is reflexive). Let P  : £°°( I )  —> D  be a linear continuous surjection. Then P' : D1 *-> co(I) 
is a norm homeomorphism into cq(I)  s o  by Gruson’s Theorem D* ~  co(J) where < #1 is 
nonmeasurable. So D ~  D n ~  £°°(J).
4
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(b) =* (a). Let i : D  <-+ £°° ( I )  be the inclusion map. By (b) the adjoint c q ( I )  D ( is surjective. 
Now D  ~  ¿°°(J), where is nonmeasurable so D ! ~  c q ( J ) and there is a map T  € C (D \  co(I)) 
such that V o T is the identity on D 1. Then T* o in is the identity on D ,f and j p 1 o T* o is a
projection of £00 (I) onto D,
Example 3.2. Let # 1  = # #  be nonmeasurable. Then there exists an infinite dimensional closed 
subspace A \ of £°°(I) that has the WEP in £°°(I) and is of countable type. (Hence, D  is weakly
lemma
Proof. We can make, in a standard way, a quotient map c0(/) A  £°°. By reflexivity 7r" is 
surjective, so Ai := 7r,((^°°)/) has the WEP in cq( I ) ( and is of countable type.
Example 3.3. (Negative answer to question 1) Let J, K  be as above. Then there exists a weakly 
closed subspace A<i of £°°(I) such that A 2 is of countable typef but A% does not have the WEP in
Proof. Let D  be as in the Remark following Proposition 1.5. Again, make a quotient map 
7r : co(I) —► D , It is easily seen that A2 7r'(£') is weakly closed, of countable type. If A2 
had the WEP then 7r" would be surjective. Then, by reflexivity of co(I), j n  would be surjective 
conflicting the nonreflexivity of D.
§4 SOME CONSEQUENCES FOR STRONGLY POLAR SPACES.
Recall that a Jf-Banach space E  is strongly polar ([3], 3,5) if aup{|ƒ | : ƒ 6 E \  | ƒ | < p} =  p for 
each continuous seminorm p on E * It is proved in [3], 4,2 that E  is strongly polar if and only if 
for each continuous seminorm p, for each subspace D C E^ for each ƒ 6 D* with | ƒ | <  p, for each 
€ > 0, there exists an extension ƒ € E* such that |ƒ | < (1 + £)p . It is still an intruiging open 
problem whether each strongly polar Jv-Banach space is of countable type, The previous theory 
yields the following results.
Proposition 4.1. I f  E  is reflexive and strongly polar then each closed subspace is reflexive. 
Proof. Any closed subspace is weakly closed. Now apply Lemma 2.2(ii).
Proposition 4.2. Let E  be reflexive and strongly polar. Let E 1 be a subspace of some polar 
K-Banach space X . Then E 1 has the WEP in X  and E 1 is weakly closed in X .
Proof. The first statement follows from Part I of the proof of Theorem 1.2, For the second 
statement apply Lemma 2.2(i),
Proposition 4.3. Lei E  be a reflexive strongly polar space. I f  E* is linearly homeomorphic to a 
subspace of £°° then E  is of countable type.
Proof. Assume dimE  =  00, By Proposition 4.2 and Theorem 2,3 (h) =>■ (d), E f ~  £°°, Then
£ ~ £ " ~ C q.
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§5 A PPEN D IX : THE p-ADIC KREIN-SM ULIAN THEOREM.
Throughout §5 K  is spherically complete. By modifying ‘classical’ techniques we shall prove:
Theorem 5.1. Let E  be a K-Banach space. A convex subset C of E 1 is w*-closed if and only if 
for each n e N  the set C  Pi {ƒ G E 1 : ||/ || < n} is w'-closed.
Proof. We only need to prove the ‘if’ part.
(1) From the assumption on C  one easily deduces that C D B  is «/-closed in B  for every bounded 
set B  C E f.
(2) Let bw1 be the topology on E f of uniform convergence on compact subsets of E. Then bw1 
is locally convex, stronger than «/, but coincides with «/ on bounded subsets of E f. As 
j s ^ E )  = (F ',« /)' and bw' is admissible we have (E b w 1)* ~ j E ( F )  so a convex subset of E* 
is «/-closed if and only if it is ¿«/-closed. (See [5] for details)
(3) Let a £ E '\C ;  it suffices by (2) to find a bwf-neighbourhood U of a for which U- C E f\C .  
We may assume a =  0, see (1). For each r > 0 set B r := {x € E  : ||a;|| < r}, B ’r := {ƒ € 
•2?' : ||/j| < r}. We shall find finite subsets Fo,Fi,... of E  such that Fn C B i j n for each 
n  €* {1,2,3,...} and Ffj Pi F® fl ... 0 F® PI C E*\C  for each n € {0,1,2,...}, (Then 
X  := U Fn U {0} is compact so U := X °  is a bw1-zero neighbourhood, U c  E f\C .)  As C fl B[
n
is «/-closed there is a finite set Fo C E  for which Fq D B[ C E ' \ C . Suppose we have chosen 
F o , F i , F n_x with the required properties, in particular
(*) Fq n Fi n ... n f ^  r\B'n c  e *\c
and suppose there is no Fn that meets the requirements. Then, for each finite subset F  of 
B i fn we have
a f  := f °  n Fq n Fi0 n ... n f * ^  n n c  £  0
The sets Ajp, where F  is a finite subset of B \ j n, are o  compact in the «/-topology and have 
the finite intersection property. So there is an ƒ 6 Then ƒ £ C and | ƒ | < 1 on each
F
finite subset of B x/ni so [(ƒ [j < n  i.e. ƒ € B *n. Then, by (*),
►
ƒ e Fq n f °  n c  & \ c
contradicting f  € C .
Corollary 5.2. A subspace D of E 1 is « /-closed if and only if  B d is «/ -closed.
Proof. Suppose B& is «/-closed. Let A £ K 1 |A| > 1. For each n £ N the set D  fl {ƒ E 
F' : ||ƒ || < |A|n} =  AnB u  is «/-closed. Let r > 0. For large n we have |A|n > r so that 
D  fl {ƒ £ E* : ||ƒ || < r} =  A71 B d fl {ƒ £ E 1 : ||/ || < r} is «/-closed. Now apply Theorem 5.1.
4
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